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1. INTRODUCTION

In this report, we present the geophysical measurements and the results obtained in the framework of the agreement between INGV and DPC 2019-2021, All. B2-WP1, Task2 (Coordinator: G. Cultrera, F. Pacor)” for the site characterization of stations belonging to the national seismic networks (IV and IT).

Here the results of the IV.TERO station (Teramo, Central Italy) are presented.

Please note that IV.TERO is on Teramo municipality, but this station is situated at the top of a mountain relief at about 8 km from the city of Teramo, near the hamlet named Valle San Giovanni (TE). A seismic strong-motion station is also present within the city with name IT.TER, which belongs to IT seismic network.

Geophysical measurements in proximity of IV.TERO were carried out between July and September 2019. They are composed of several single-station ambient vibrations (or seismic noise) measurements, a two 2D arrays with circular geometry of vertical geophones in passive configuration, and a 1D array with linear geometry of vertical geophones using a 5 Kg hammer as active source.

Based on horizontal-to-vertical (HV) spectral ratios and surface-wave analysis, we provide results in terms of HV curves and surface-wave dispersion curves. Dispersion curves are inverted to obtain the shear-wave velocity (Vs) profile for the studied area. The Vs models are used for computing the average velocity in the uppermost 30 m (V_s30) and assigning then the EC8 or NTC soil class category.
2. GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the location of the IV.TERO station (latitude 42.62279; longitude 13.60393 as reported in https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/IV/). We note that such position falls in proximity of the fence where antenna and digitizer of the station are, although the sensors of IVI.TERO (velocimeter and accelerometer) are placed in an inspection pit distant about 15 m SE from the yellow marker of Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 4). The pit cover is visible in grey after a zoom of Fig. 1

Figure 1: Google map with the position of IV.TERO site (yellow marker).

Starting from the available information reported in the monograph of ESM-Engineering Strong-Motion database (Luzi et al. 2016), IV.TERO shows HV noise spectral ratios almost flat (Fig. 2), with a weak peak at about 1.3 Hz. HV curve computed on earthquakes is consistent, with a weak peak identified even at high frequency (11.8 Hz).

Figure 2: Redrawn from the site monograph reported in ESM database (Luzi et al. 2016). On the left HV noise spectral ratio, on the right HV ratios computed on earthquakes.

Fig. 3 shows the new geophysical measurements analyzed in the present report using the GEOPSY tool (www.geopsy.org). In proximity of IV.TERO, we performed simultaneously several noise measurements with stations arranged on the slope approximately in a cross geometry (see Fig. 3). These stations were deployed for about 3 hours on the 25th of July 2019, a sunny day characterized by high temperature and absence of wind. 6 stations (TB00, TB01, TB02, TB03, TB04 and TB05) were deployed following the main slope of the relief; other three stations (TB06, REFTE07 and REFTE08) were deployed orthogonal to the main slope. TB indicates TERRABOT instruments (wifi equipment manufactured by SARA electronics) composed of 4.5 Hz geophones along the three directions of motion (yellow markers in the right portion of Fig. 3), whereas REF indicates REFTEK digitizers coupled to the Le3d-5s velocimeter (red markers in Fig. 3). Some other 4 single-stations measurements were repeated the 31th of July 2019 (sunny day with absence of wind) just at the top and at the bottom of the inspection pit (see following paragraph).
Due to the slope of the site, we prefer to arrange (25th of July) a 2D passive array of vertical 4.5 Hz geophones (in number of 24) in a more flat field to the western, at a distance of about 100 m with respect to the IV.TERO position (Fig. 3). The 2D array of 24 vertical geophones was deployed in a circular geometry along two rings. The radius of the inner and outer ring was around 13 m and 25 m, respectively. A noise measurements was also recorded in the field of the 2D array using a Reftek and Le3d5s equipment (red marker named REFT03 in Fig. 3). Because the result (in terms of dispersion curve) of the 2D passive array of 24 geophones was not satisfactory, we finally carried out (6 September 2019; sunny day and no wind) a linear array of 4.5 Hz vertical geophones in the same field (see the black line in Fig. 3) using a 5Kg hammer as active source. A single-station measurements was further performed during the linear array in proximity of the last geophone (the noise measurements is indicated as CH72 in Fig. 3). We used the results of the linear array to derive a dispersion curve.

Figure 3: Geophysical surveys performed between July and September 2019. On the right part of the figure, it is reported the single-station measurements points deployed around the IV.TERO station with almost a cross geometry (yellow and red markers indicates Terrabot and Reftek connected to Le3d5s, respectively). On the left part of the map, it is visible the 2D passive array (4.5 Hz vertical geophones in number of 24, yellow markers) and the single-station noise measurement (performed on the same day of the 2D array; red marker). The linear active array of 4.5 Hz vertical geophones (in number of 72, equally spaced of 1m) is shown as black line, and the red symbol indicates the single-station noise measurements (named CH72) in proximity of the last geophone.
2.1 Single-Station Noise measurements

Fig. 4 shows the field area around IV.TERO. The two pictures are taken from the top and the bottom along the main slope direction. TB00, TB01, TB02, TB03, TB04 and TB05 were deployed at a distance of 10 m each other on the red line along the maximum slope (Fig. 3), TB06 REF07 and REF08 in an orthogonal direction. A variability of the HV noise spectral ratios (Fig. 5) is visible among the stations. Both REF07 and REF08 sites (Reftek130 connected to Le3d-5s) show a low-frequency peak around 0.4 Hz. TB00 and TB01 also show HV curves with a bump in the low frequency range. The remaining sites of Fig. 5 are characterized by an almost flat HV curve (in accord with the information into ESM database; Fig. 2).

Fig. 6 shows a comparison for all the measurements performed with the most suitable equipment in the lower frequency band (Reftek130 with Le3d-5s). The three simultaneous measurements REF03 REF07 and RF08 (operating the 25th of July 2019) show the low-frequency peak at 0.4 Hz (with directional effects especially evident at REF08); one measurement (CH72 collected the 6th of September 2019) does not show the low-frequency peak.

Figure 4: Pictures showing IV.TERO area. The antenna and digitizer are located within the fenced area (where the operator is). The sensors of IV.TERO are set into the inspection pit outside the fence. The two red lines show the alignments where we deployed the Terrabol and the Reftek+Le3d5s stations (only the position of REF07 and REF08 are reported for simplicity).
Figure 5: HV noise spectral ratios for sites TB00, TB01, TB02, TB03, TB04, TB05 (along the maximum slope) and TB06, REF07 and REF08 (orthogonally to the maximum slope).
Figure 6: Fourier Amplitude Spectra of the three components of motion (blue curve refers to the vertical component), HV noise spectral ratios and rotating HV ratios for sites REF03, REF07, REF08 and CH72. All stations have a similar equipment (Reftek130 with Le3d5s). Measurements REF03, REF07 and REF08 were carried out on the 25th of July 2019, measurement CH72 on the 6th of September 2019 (see Fig. 3 for their position).
To better investigate the reliability of the low-frequency peak observed at 0.4 Hz, other single-station measurements were repeated the 31th of July 2019. We set a couple of Reftek130 connected to Le3d5s with a Terrabot both at the surface and into the inspection pit, respectively (Fig. 7). The couple of stations at the surface and at the bottom of the pit recorded simultaneously for about 2 hours (Fig. 8), and the resulting HV ratios show the presence of the low-frequency peak only for station at the surface, especially evident for the Reftek connected to the Le3d5s. Interestingly, the HV curves are almost flat at the bottom of the pit (about 2 m deep), consistently with the shape reported in ESM databases.

During our surveys IV.TERO was not working properly, and for this reason we cannot consider its recording simultaneous to our experiments. In any case, CRISP database already reported the HV noise analysis performed on IV.TERO considering 24 hours of 12th April 2015. The results (Fig. 9) show still HV curves without strong peak (mean amplitude below 2) and with some directional effects (magnification almost on the NS component).

To conclude on HV curves, we do not have an interpretation of the low-frequency (about 0.4 Hz) peak occurred at the surface at the measurements in July 2009, but we believe it as unreliable. In our opinion, the HV curves almost flat available in ESM or CRISP database are reliable.

Figure 7: A Reftek130 connected to Le3d5s together with a Terrabot were situated at the surface (on the left) and at the bottom (on the right) of the inspection pit. Measurements were carried out on the 31th of July 2019.
Figure 8: HV curves resulting at the surface and at the bottom of the pit (see Fig. 7). The first column shows the HV results of the bottom couple (black curves refer to Reftek + Le3d5s; red curve refer to Terrabot) and their comparison. The second column shows the HV curves at the surface (black curves refer to Reftek + Le3d5s; red curve refer to Terrabot). The other columns show the Fourier Amplitude spectra (arbitrary units) of the three-components of motion for the bottom couple (third column), of the top couple (fourth column) and their comparison (sixth column).

Figure 9: HV ratios and rotating HV curves as reported from crisp database (http://crisp.int.ingv.it) computed on 24 hours of 12th April 2015.

2.2 2D passive array of vertical geophones

2D passive array was performed using 24 vertical geophones (GS11D manufactured by Geospace, sensitivity 28V/m/s) with eigen-frequency of 4.5 Hz. Due to the logistic difficulty linked to the slope in proximity of IV.TERO, the 2D array was deployed in a field at about 100 m far from the seismic station (a map view of the field work is in Fig. 3), where no significant geological variations are expected (see the Geological Report http://hdl.handle.net/2122/12959). A picture of the grass field and a zoomed view of the array geometry is reported in Fig. 10. The 24 geophones were connected to two Geode multistations (manufactured by Geometrics), and we have recorded noise signal for a total duration of 64 minutes (16 records each 4 minutes length) with a sampling of 0.004 sec (250 Hz). The only possible disturb in the array field was the power line (visible in Fig. 10 left panel), with a 50 Hz that was recognized in the recordings during the check step especially for the geophones closest to the electric line.

Figure 10: On the left a picture of the field where the 2D passive array was set, on the right a map with the geometry. The yellow markers indicate the 24 vertical geophones (eigenfrequency 4.5 Hz). The red markers show single-station noise measurement (REF03 and CH72 discussed before). The black line indicates the position of the linear active array (71 m long) performed about 2 weeks later (6th of September 2019).

Data from the 2D arrays of geophones have been analysed in terms of conventional frequency-wavenumber (f-k) analysis on the vertical signal using the tool developed in GEOPSY (http://www.geopsy.org). Fig. 11 shows the results. In this case the f-k analysis does not provide satisfactory results, with a surface-wave dispersion curve that cannot be recognized. Fig. 11 shows a doubtitatively velocity at about 350 m/s at very high-frequency. After several tests within GEOPSY (using different parameters in the processing step and different limits in the max2curve command), we conclude that the values of surface wave-velocities at 1200-1400 from Fig. 11 are not reliable.

Figure 11: f-k result from the 2D passive array using 24 vertical geophones (eigenfrequency 4.5 Hz). A surface-wave dispersion curve cannot be detected. Theoretical resolution ($K_{min}/2$, $K_{min}$) and alias limits ($K_{max}/2$) are also overlaid as black curves.

2.3 1D active array of vertical geophones

Because the results obtained from 2D passive array were not satisfactory, we repeated some days later (the 6th of September 2009) a linear array of geophones in the same field of the 2D array (black line in Fig. 10). We used 72 vertical geophones (same typology of the ones used in the 2D array) equally spaced of 1 m and 3 multi-channels Geode systems. As active source we used a sledge-hammer of 5kg, with the offset of the shots set equal to -5m and -1m from the first geophone, equal to 35.5 m (in the middle of the layout), and equal to +1m and +5m from the last geophone (#72). For each offset, we repeated the shots 3 times to increase the signal-to-noise ratios. We recorded each signal with a sampling of 0.000125 sec (8000 Hz) for a duration of 2 sec.

Fig. 12 shows an example of a recorded signal (reverse shot) in time domain. The f-k results for each shot are shown in Fig. 13. The f-k spectra for the same offset were stacked (last column in Fig. 13), and a dispersion curve was picked (black lines with error bars in Fig. 13). The resulting surface-wave dispersion curves are fairly consistent at all files; the values of apparent velocities are ranging from approximately 200-250 m/s at 80 Hz to 500-600 m/s at about 30 Hz. Because the most
continuous dispersion curves were obtained with offset -5 and -1 m, we used these ones in the inversion step.

The comparison in terms of f-k curves between active and passive array is shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 12: Example of a time-domain signal recorded by the 1D linear array of geophones. The shot was located at 5 m far from the last geophone (channel number #72).
Figure 13: f-k results from the 1D linear active array. All the shots are shown; graphs in the same horizontal position refer to the same offset and the last column is their stack. The offset is varying from the top (-5 m from geophone #1) to the bottom panel (+5 m from geophone #72). For the middle shots (offset 35.5 m), 6 graphs are shown because the array line is shared in two (reverse from geophones #1 and #36 and forward from geophones #37 and #72).

Figure 14: f-k comparison between the results obtained through the 2D passive array and 1D active array (in the last case the stack at offset -5 m was plotted).
3. SEISMIC VELOCITY MODEL

From Fig. 13, we selected the dispersion curves at offset -5 and -1 m that look more continuous in the frequency band of analysis. We computed the average curve resulting from these two offsets (Fig. 15). The average curve was resampled with 30 samples and was our target in the surface-wave inversion aimed at recovering the shear-wave (Vs) velocity model.

To proceed with the inversion step, we assume that the dispersion curve derived from the vertical geophones is associated to the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves. The resulting models obtained through the inversion of the dispersion curve are shown in Fig. 16. We tested several model parameterization composed of one or two main layers over halfspace, where in the first layer a shear-wave velocity increasing with depth was also allowed (following a linear-law or a power-law).

The Vs models (Fig.s 16 and 17) show velocity values increasing from 200 m/s up to 1000 m/s in the uppermost layer (about 10 m thick). The halfspace is therefore found by the inversion at 11 m deep. The compressional velocity (Vp) models are also characterized by high velocity starting from few m deep. The best Vp and Vs models (i.e. lowest misfit) resulting from the inversion are proposed in Fig. 17 and Table 1.

![Dispersion curves](image)

Figure 15: Dispersion curves obtained from the offset -1 and -5 m (blue and red curves, respectively). The average of the two curves provided the target dispersion curve used in the inversion step.
Figure 16: Models after the inversion of the dispersion curve (the field dispersion is shown as black curve). The best Vs model is presented in Fig. 17.

Figure 17: Best Vp and Vs model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From (m)</th>
<th>To (m)</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Vs (m/s)</th>
<th>Vp(m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>1229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>1377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1011.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>4963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Best-fit model.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Surface-wave analysis at IV.TERO station indicates a stiff site. The HV noise spectral ratios are almost flat, although we found for some noise measurements a low-frequency peak (at 0.4 Hz) that we believe not reliable (see discussion in paragraph 2.1). A weak HV peak (amplitude level of about 2) seems present at 1.3 Hz.

The 2D passive circular array of geophones does not provide us a dispersion curve, in accordance with the difficulty to recognize dispersion features with passive technique in stiff site. In contrast, the 1D active linear array of geophones provides a dispersion curve up to 30 Hz (with apparent velocities of about 600 m). The inversion of the dispersion curve shows velocity models with a Vs increasing from 197 to 1038 m/s in the uppermost 11 m (Fig.s 16, 17 and Table 1).

The $V_{S30}$ retrieved from the best inverted model is 981 m/s (Table 2), therefore IV.TERO is classified as soil class A also taking into account the geological information (see the Geological Report associated to the same station, http://hdl.handle.net/2122/12959). In the specific, both NTC08 or EC8 indicate a maximum thickness of an uppermost altered layer of few meters (3 or 5 meters, respectively), and this altered layer in our best model is slightly thicker. Following the definition of $V_{S(eq)}$ within NTC18 and because the value of 800 m/s is reached at a depth of 7.8 m, the $V_{S(eq)}$ is equal to 395 m/s and the soil class changes to B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_{S30}$ (NTC08 or EC8)</th>
<th>Soil Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>981 m/s</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_{S(eq)}$ (NTC18)</th>
<th>Soil Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>395 m/s</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Soil class following NTC08 and NTC18.
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